Advertisement for seeking the comments on the specification of the Computerized Polygraph System for the use in CFSL CBI New Delhi

Central Forensic Science Laboratory (CBI), MHA invites the comments from the probable manufacturers, sellers, suppliers and the general public on the specification of the Computerized Polygraph System as detailed below.

Eight (08) channel Computerized Polygraph System

1. Computerized Polygraph based on verified, standard data/chart scoring software. The software should have the following applications.
   a. Objective & Manual scoring options
   b. Event markers and integrated question timing
   c. Customizable question templates
   d. Licensed & dispute-free polygraph software should be provided
   e. Free software upgrades during the warrantee period

2. Physiological Responses Monitoring should include:
   a. Two Pneumograph (one thoracic & one abdominal) assembly
   b. One Galvanic Skin Response (Electro Dermal Response) sensor
   c. One standard cardio arm cuff & finger cuff with pump bulb Gauge
   d. One Plethysmograph
   e. Activity Sensors for seat, arm and foot to monitor and to record physical counter measures
   f. Fingerprint Scanner through USB port

3. Data Acquisition System interface
4. Portable Subject Chair
5. Warrantee of Computerized Polygraph System should be of minimum two (02) years from the date of installation at CFSL/CBI/New Delhi.
6. Instruction Manual of Computerized Polygraph (Hard and soft copy)

Computerized Polygraph System to be provided should have

- Latest configuration available at the time of delivery
- Desk/Lap top system should have a pre-loaded genuine antivirus, PDF writer, 17-inch monitor for Desk Top & 14-inch monitor for lap top and UPS with at least one hour back up for Desk Top system.
- Laser color printer for Desk Top Polygraph

Comments/complaints if any regarding this specification is specific to any firm/product, may please be sent to the Director, CFSL (CBI), Block IV, CGO Complex, Lodhi Road, New Delhi (Fax. 011-24360742 email: dcfsl@cbi.gov.in) on or before 18.06.2018. No comment/query will be entertained thereafter.